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Opportunity Planning Tools for SAP CRM 
and SAP Hybris Cloud for Customer
_____

See Hidden Revenue Potential
Ever have an important deal that was certain to close but didn’t? 
Did you then start to wonder about other unpleasant surprises in 
your forecast? Revegy helps you see all the influencers, their actual 
goals, and what’s going on behind the scenes. When you can see the 
complete picture, you can see the way to win. 

Optimize SAP Sales Cloud for Strategic Selling
SAP C4C is a powerful tool serving as a single point of truth for 
information on every customer at your company.  But to manage 
your complex sales cycle and sell strategically, you need insight on the 
ecosystem of customers at your key accounts. That’s where Revegy 
comes in. Revegy extends the value of C4C by visualizing CRM data for 
important deals - without tedious rekeying of data. Revegy is designed 
to fit your workflow and actually put your sales methodology into 
practice so you can:

See the people – see which foundational relationships 
need to be maintained and identify new voices influencing 
buying decisions

See the priorities – understand your buyers’ evolving 
needs and align your solutions to the goals that are most 
likely to get funding

See the progress – enable guided selling with playbooks, 
close plans and joint evaluation plans

Opportunity Status  – Revegy brings powerful 
opportunity visualization and analytics to your SAP 
platform, enabling you to see opportunity health 
as well as deal progress and next steps.

Pipeline Health – See the progress – not just a list 
of opportunities ranked by revenue, but which 
deals need the most attention, and which you can 
actually count on for next quarter’s forecast.

Influence & Relationship Maps – Statistics show 
79% of deals involve 4 or more decisions makers. 
Revegy clearly shows you your friends, adversaries, 
and people you need to gain access to.

Certified on the SAP Hybris Platform Our official SAP certification delivers confidence and 
trust that our solutions have been validated by SAP for security, reliability, integration and 
ease of installation.



For more information visit, Revegy.com to request a demo. 

Revegy provides the sales platform that lets companies literally see what’s going on inside their largest accounts. Founded in 2005, Revegy helps sales teams navigate the maze of changing 

relationships, competing interests, and corporate politics that always come with key accounts. 
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Revegy shows 
you step by 
step how to 

win an opportunity.

-  Director, Global Sales Effectiveness, 
Leading Network Technology 
Company
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Drive more revenue with collaborative planning and deal execution tools
When you can see the people, their priorities, and your progress, you can see 
the way to win. The advanced visualization tools in our opportunity planning and 
execution solution help strategic sellers decrease sales cycle time, reduce deal 
slippage, and win more deals with the accounts that really matter. Help your 
sellers see the way to win with:

Relationship Maps. See the full 
stakeholder landscape, identify who 
you know and who you need to know, 
who’s an influencer and who is a 
decision maker

Sales Playbooks. Operationalize 
your process and best practices and 
put relevant resources at your reps 
fingertips to drive consistent, team-
based sales execution

Business Value Maps. See the 
priorities and challenges driving your 
customer’s buying decisions and align 
your solutions with their needs

Qualification Scorecards. Determine 
which deals are most qualified and 
prioritize to address deal risks or 
focus your efforts on the deals you 
can win

Deal Coaching. Mitigate risk in high-
value opportunities with manager 
coaching and assessment tools as well 
as automated, rules-based coaching 
within the platform

Advanced Analytics. Understand 
the qualification and risk factors in 
sales cycles to increase success and 
improve forecasts

A Guided Sales Process Improves Success for Everyone
Quickly upskill new reps, drive consistency in execution, and expand success 
beyond your tenured rockstars. Revegy empowers your whole team to decrease 
sales cycle time, reduce deal slippage, and win more deals with the accounts that 
really matter. Enable guided selling with Revegy’s powerful tools that:

    Drive consistent sales process, using any methodology, among a cross-
functional team

   Ensure effective qualification so your team is investing in the right deals

   Quickly identify deal risks and mitigate them

    Align solutions to customer needs in order to optimize revenue and 
minimize discounting

    Improve forecast accuracy with insight into deal health across your 
portfolio


